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Creating a world of opportunities
Jesmonite is a range of eco-friendly materials used by artists, manufacturers and architects to create anything from cladding to coasters.


Be inspired										

Speak with the experts										
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A truly global business
Our mission is to continuously expand our distribution network and make Jesmonite materials accessible to makers and manufacturers worldwide.


About us										
























The ultimate chameleon material of the building industry & creative projects




Jesmonite can be used to replicate the appearance and texture of any surface finish in any number of colours. The creative product has become the go to material for manufacturers and Architects around the world because we offer an eco-friendly resin, making us the greener solution.

The potential with Jesmonite materials is endless, from terrazzo and marble designs through to mixing pigments to create your own unique colours, these are just a few ways to create amazing bespoke products.

Learn more about Jesmonite
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Hobbyists and Individuals

Jesmonite is the go to material for artists around the world because we offer an eco-friendly resin making us the greener solution.


Be inspired
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Manufacturers and Architects

Jesmonite offers stronger, lighter and limitless appearances to replicate any surface finish in any number of colours for your exclusive projects.


Find out more
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Where do I buy Jesmonite?

At Jesmonite we operate through official distributors, if you are looking to place an order for Jesmonite materials, find the cost of products or the cost of shipping simply contact one of your nearest distributors.


Find my nearest distributor

















Check out our product range

Jesmonite is a material which introduces a spectrum of opportunities, making it the perfect material for artists, creatives and makers. Jesmonite is an eco-friendly safe alternative to resin, plaster and concrete. It is fun, easy to use, can be cast and worked in many ways to achieve stunning outcomes, in a multitude of projects and industries.


View all products
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Latest updates



[image: Have you spotted Jesmonite on television?]
Have you spotted Jesmonite on…
Read more…






[image: New distributor in the UK]
New distributor in the UK
Read more…






[image: Crafting with Jesmonite to raise money!]
Crafting with Jesmonite to raise…
Read more…






[image: The History of Jesmonite!]
The History of Jesmonite!
Read more…






[image: Feeling hungry? Wait until you read this!]
Feeling hungry? Wait until you…
Read more…






[image: Jesmonite launches its Academy for Distributors]
Jesmonite launches its Academy…
Read more…























Follow us on Instagram




@jesmonite_ltd












How GORGEOUS is this mirror frame by our ambassado
            [image: How GORGEOUS is this mirror frame by our ambassador @philcuttance?! 😍😍😍 Phil uses AC730 for this piece 🧡 #jesmonite #mirrordesign #mirrordecor #mirrormirror #ac730]







In love with these Jesmonite coffee tables by @stu


	                    [image: In love with these Jesmonite coffee tables by @studioverma_ 😍😍😍 The team made these beauties using AC100. It just goes to show, the sky’s the limit with Jesmonite! ☕️ Also, how cute that the design is called Stompy 🥹 #jesmonite #coffeetabledecor #ac100 #coffeetablestyling #quirkyhomedecor]







It’s #InternationalColourDay and, just in time f
            [image: It’s #InternationalColourDay and, just in time for spring, we’re sharing how to make this olive green using Jesmonite Pigments 🌈 Per 100g of your Jesmonite mix, you’ll need to add 0.1784g of yellow pigment, 0.0422g of blue pigments and a dash of red to create this shade 💚 #jesmonite #olivegreen #greendecor #springcolours #springcolors]







Spring has arrived 🌸🌺🌷🌼🌿🌱
We ar
            [image: Spring has arrived 🌸🌺🌷🌼🌿🌱 We are LOVING this technique from @mar_tinchen_ to create a gorgeously unique Jesmonite piece. And check out the air bubble hack too! 🫧 #jesmonite #springdecor #springvibes🌸 #handmadedecor #makersvillage]







Unbelievably in love with this goooorgeous collect


	                    [image: Unbelievably in love with this goooorgeous collection by @moonsandmarbles 😮💨 #jesmonite #marbledesign #homedecorations #greydecor #neutraldecorstyles]







Bookish fans UNITE! 📚
Combine your love of Jes


	                    [image: Bookish fans UNITE! 📚 Combine your love of Jesmonite with your love of books with these SJM universe Jesmonite trinket boxes by @krorroskosdesigns which are officially licensed! 🧚🧚🏿♀️🧚🏻♂️ These will look perfect next to your favourite @sarahjmaas series ✨ #Jesmonite #sjm #sarahjmaasbooks #bookishgifts #bookstagramcommunity]
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Sign up to our newsletter

Get the latest news and inspiration




Email address:


Sign up
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Jesmonite Limited
Challenge Court
Bishops Castle
Shropshire
SY9 5DW
United Kingdom
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Cookie Settings




This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorised as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. 

We also use third-party cookies that help us analyse and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. Opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience.
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View full cookie policy
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Necessary and functional cookies


Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information.


 Always enabled

Analytics cookies


Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your website.
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